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(conversationcafe) 
sharing ideas

(signthebanners) 
writing commitments

(drumcircles) 
connecting through rhythm

(photovoice) 
sharing stories • bringing out stories

(worldmap) 
remembering, documenting,

marking homelands

creating meaning

(speaker’scorner) 
voicing opinions

Inclusion References

(artofinclusion) 

creating an engaging intercultural experience
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What the participants said:
“I like this project. This project leads people to include, make a friend, and 
join with other people.” 
 “I think the Inclusion Fusion project was an awesome project. I had lots 
of fun there in the main floor of NorQuest College’s building. I had the 
opportunity to get in many conversations there and it was good for my 
English.”
 “Our pictures and stories are so different and at the same time so similar 
. . . For me this event of celebrating Inclusion Fusion was a great experience 
because I met a lot of interesting people there.” 


